THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE SUPPORTING THE BRIT MISSION.

YOU MADE AN IMPACT ON OUR COMMUNITY.

Your support, be it personal or corporate, impacts the community by inspiring a local sense of stewardship, by training a new generation of thinkers and problem solvers, and by protecting endangered plant life. When you make a gift to BRIT, you join a select group of contributors who play a crucial role in advancing our two-fold mission of conservation and education. We thank you and invite you to continue. To learn more or to make a donation, please contact us at 817-332-4441 or visit us at BRIT.org

OPPORTUNITIES BEYOND MEMBERSHIP

• Monthly support of education and research
• Honor a loved one with a tribute gift
• Become a volunteer
• Gift a membership to a friend on a birthday

JOIN THE SHINNERS SOCIETY

• Plan to honor BRIT in your estate
• Recognize BRIT with IRA gift
• Benefit BRIT with a life insurance policy

81%
BRIT spending directed to research and educational programs

WORKPLACE RECOGNITION

• Include BRIT in matching gifts by your employer
• Encourage you employer to become a corporate member
2015 FINANCIAL AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT

INCOME 2015

FOUNDATIONS 55%  EXPENSES 2015
PUBLICATIONS 13%
INDIVIDUALS 8%
GRANTS & CONTRACTS 8%  PROGRAMS 81%
PROGRAMS & SERVICES 8%  FUNDRAISING 10%
EVENTS 8%  ADMINISTRATION 9%

VOLUNTEER DEPARTMENT REPORT

7995  TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTIVE VOLUNTEER HOURS
3875  TOTAL NUMBER OF RESEARCH HOURS
371  TOTAL NUMBER OF VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEER SUSTAINERS (200 HOURS OR MORE)

Dan Caudle  Charles Gardner  Tim Mason  Kay Stansbery
Pamela Edmondson  Gus Guthrie  Diane Pierce  Kay Yount
Craig Elam  Marylou Lindsey